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Este artículo se basa en un estudio etnográfico con madres adolescentes y analiza
cómo la investigación incorporó objetivos políticos feministas y cuestiones éticas.
El artículo se centra, en particular, en un asunto clave para las investigadoras fe-
ministas, el del poder jerárquico en el marco de la investigación, con el objetivo de
demostrar los desafíos y ventajas de la investigación feminista. Para mitigar las re-
laciones de poder se tomaron distintos enfoques, que han sido analizados y refleja-
dos en el trabajo. Después, el texto continúa interrogando la posición de la autora
como “investigadora infiltrada”. El artículo  muestra cómo la investigación femi-
nista permitió que la posición de la investigadora fuese reconocida, analizada y
criticada, asegurando de este modo la consistencia de la investigación que desafía
las nociones convencionales de objetividad.
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This paper draws on an ethnographic study with teenage mothers.  It discusses
how the research incorporated feminist political goals and ethical concerns. The
paper focuses in particular on one key concern for feminist researchers, that of hi-
erarchical power in the research setting in order to demonstrate the challenges
and advantages of feminist research. A number of approaches were taken to miti-
gate power relationships and these are discussed and reflected upon here. The pa-
per then goes on to interrogate the author’s position as an ‘insider researcher’. It
is demonstrated here how feminist research enabled the position of the researcher
to be acknowledged,  analyzed and critiqued thus ensuring that  research which
challenges conventional notions of objectivity is robust.
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Introducción
This paper draws on a PhD study examining the experience of teenage motherhood in
order to reflect on the challenges of conducting feminist research. It provides a detai-
led reflection on the application of feminist principles to the research process. In parti-
cular the paper discusses approaches designed to mitigate hierarchical power in the
research relationship. The paper also focuses on the researcher’s personal experience
of having been a teenage mother herself in order to examine the trials and tribulations
of conducting ‘insider’ research1. There are a growing number of research articles tou-
ching on the challenges and debates related to conducting feminist research (see for
1 Insider research is research (usually ethnographic)  conducted by someone “…whose biography (gender,  race,
class, sexual orientation and so on) gives her a lived familiarity with the group being researched…” (Griffiths,
1998, p. 361)
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example Armstead, 1995; Huisman, 2008 and Millen, 1997). Similarly there is a burgeo-
ning interest in insider research (see for example Griffiths,  1998; Hodkinson, 2005;
Mercer, 2007 and Mohammed, 2001). This paper brings these two areas together to de-
monstrate how feminist research can address some of the challenges of conducting in-
sider research.
Kimberley Huisman (2008) argues there is a continuing need to publish papers of
this ilk in order that researchers are aware of the range of challenges they may face
and possible strategies for resolution. It is therefore the intention that this paper sh-
ould sit alongside similar texts in order to add to the ‘knowledge bank’ available to fe-
minist and non-feminist researchers alike. It provides a grounded account of feminist
practices which address the advantages and drawbacks of doing feminist research in
order to sit alongside more theoretical texts. In addition, this paper also aims to high-
light how conducting feminist research is not a simple panacea for ethical dilemmas.
Feminist discussions of research allow for honesty in the recounting of research pro-
cesses and encourage reflexivity. Consequently, an account of research is offered here
which did not always go as smoothly as expected. Furthermore, this paper discusses
how feminist principles enabled me to interrogate my identity and influence. It then
concludes by considering how, despite the challenges detailed here, utilising feminist
research principles for this project was both useful and ethical. This paper therefore
enables readers to see how research processes develop rather than being presented
with a sanitised final account.
Before going on to discuss these issues, the paper will start by providing a brief
outline of the research on which this paper is based.
Setting the Research Context
This paper draws on an ethnographic study conducted as part of my PhD. It investiga-
ted experiences of teenage motherhood in the UK. Specifically the research examined
paths to motherhood by looking at key areas of decision making such as those relating
to contraceptive use and the ‘decision’ to continue with a pregnancy. This was of par-
ticular  interest  because  of  the  way  in  which  teenage  parents  (and  particularly
mothers) are represented in the UK. Here, teenage pregnancy is presented as the out-
come of a poor upbringing, promiscuity or a cynical attempt to access welfare (and so-
metimes all three)2. Furthermore, teenage pregnancy is has also been argued to result
2 Many on the political right see teenage pregnancy as evidence of promiscuity, immorality and a defunct welfare
system which encourages dependency (Almond, 2010; Pemberton, 2009). This was particularly evident during
2009 in the reaction to the pregnancy of a fifteen year old in the South of England (see for example Bracchi,
2009). The reaction was more muted from those on the left with an emphasis on inequalities and inadequate sex
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in poverty, low educational attainment for mother and child, ill health and poor paren-
ting (SEU, 1999). This is despite academic work which challenges these links (see work
by Lisa Arai 2003a; 2003b; 2009a; 2009b and Simon Duncan, 2007 in particular). Acade-
mic research also provides nuance to these arguments and points to socio-economic
position rather than teenage pregnancy as the causal factor for these outcomes (see
Ellis-Sloan, 2012, for a full discussion).
Motives, influences and constraints on the decisions of young women on their
‘paths’ to motherhood were therefore a prime interest of this research. The research
was also concerned with young mother’s interactions with government policies desig-
ned to  support  teenage parents.  Consequently  women’s  decisions relating  to  rela-
tionships, education and employment were examined. The research ultimately aimed
to deepen understanding of the causes and outcomes of teenage pregnancy. Qualitati-
ve research methods were used to examine these key decisions and choices. Firstly,
participant observation was conducted in three young parent support groups in the
South East of England. Observations were conducted at the groups’ weekly meetings
for a period of between nine months and a year. After three months in the field a focus
group was formed with a small group of young mothers attending one of the support
groups. This was designed to act as a research advisory group (RAG) and was under-
pinned by feminist principles of giving voice and addressing power imbalances in the
research relationship.  This was then followed up with twenty-three in-depth inter-
views. This included one couple interview and two group interviews. Interviews were
informed by a narrative approach in that questions were asked in order to get a loo-
sely chronological account of the women’s biographies. This enabled an understan-
ding of the women’s ‘paths’ to motherhood to emerge. Data was analysed thematically
and frameworks of gender and dominant Western constructions of ‘good’ motherhood
were employed to aid understanding. The analysis helped to show how the women va-
riously engaged, resisted and managed social policies aimed at shaping their behavi-
our. Importantly,  the  research also  demonstrated how family and mothering ideals
were influential at every stage of ‘becoming’ a teenage mother. Furthermore, the im-
pact of problematising constructions of teenage pregnancy (noted above) on policy in-
terventions and experiences of young motherhood were made evident.
This paper will now go on to discuss the underpinning theoretical and epistemo-
logical position in order to demonstrate how these fed into the research process.
education rather than moralising (see for example Gardener, 2009; Toynbee, 2009). Nonetheless, most of the pu-
blic, media and government furore accorded with views of the former commentators.
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The Underpinning Theoretical Approach: Explaining my
feminist epistemology and perspective
This research was underpinned by my understanding of feminism as being concerned
with women’s lives and gendered power. Given the varied and often contested nature
of feminism and feminist research, my position requires some more clarification ho-
wever.
The research discussed here was grounded in experience. It is my belief that fore-
grounding experience enables an understanding of the lives and decisions of young
mothers to emerge. Moreover, it enables counter discourses and alternative stories of
teenage motherhood to be heard. I consider this to be an important aim for feminist
research because of the ways in which young mothers are often presented in the pu-
blic sphere. As noted above, it is often assumed that teenage motherhood is an active
choice made to avoid paid employment and claim ‘generous’ benefits. Studies such as
the one discussed here help to add nuance and further understanding of these claims.
For example, whilst it is the case that the majority of women within my study were
not in paid employment, many were financially supported by employed partners or
parents. Those who were on benefits often discussed the struggle of surviving on low
incomes. Furthermore, the reasons for not being in paid employment were linked to a
desire to the ‘right thing’. For most of the women, the ‘right thing’ was the belief that
the role of the mother was to be at home with her children, at least until school age.
Despite significant changes in women’s roles out of the home, this traditional reading
of motherhood is not out of step with dominant expectations for mothers (Lupton,
2000). It is the case, however, that expectations of teenage mothers differ somewhat
from what is considered suitable for ‘older’ mothers. For example, teenage mothers are
labelled NEET (not in education employment or training) and expected to engage with
a ‘reintegration officer’ whose role is to return them to education or employment at
the earliest opportunity3.
This research therefore challenged dominant perceptions of teenage mothers and
was not ‘value neutral’. Similar to feminist researchers before me, I was starting my
research “from outside the dominant conceptual framework” (Harding, cited by Hirsch
& Olson, 1995, p. 204). As Sandra Harding (1992) argues however, accepting that social
research is not neutral does not mean that it should not seek to be objective. To this
3 Interestingly, this study found that the desires of the women were not out of step with the demands of the pro -
fessionals paid to engage them in education and employment. What was out of step however, was the timing.
Many of the women were invested in finding an educational path that could work for them as mothers rather
than individuals. This entailed waiting until their children were in nursery until returning to education, finding
part time work that fitted around their children’s needs and being a good role model through education and em-
ployment (albeit at a later stage).
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end she posits the idea of ‘strong objectivity’. Strong objectivity is grounded in stand-
point theory. Standpoint perspectives draw on Marxist arguments that the view from
privileged or oppressor groups would always be partial. This is a position adopted and
utilised by some feminist theorists, particularly Sandra Harding. Harding has subse-
quently  argued  that  examining  experience,  especially  experiences  of  marginalised
groups improve objectivity as it gives a ‘whole’ rather than a partial view (Hirsch &
Olson, 1995). Furthermore, Harding (1992) challenges traditional definitions of objecti-
vity arguing that rather than eradicating bias, researchers should be incorporating it
into the process of knowledge production. By recognising the context of knowledge
production and the social  position of  the  researcher  more  ethical  and transparent
work is therefore possible.
Feminists who practice strong objectivity therefore “have a clear political and so-
cial  commitment  to  strengthening  the  truthfulness  and  objectivity  of  knowledge
claims” and take “the voices and experiences of the silenced and marginalised into ac-
count” (Brooks & Hesse-Biber, 2006, p. 8). Harding cites working class and racial mi-
norities as ‘marginal lives’ in that they have been excluded from Western conceptions
of rationality (Hirsch & Olson, 1995). Here, I would also add teenage mothers. I argue
that teenage mothers are either excluded from rationality or have their rationalities
for parenthood reshaped to fit commonly held stereotypes. What I mean by this is that
teenage pregnancy is generally considered to be either unintended, accidental, unwan-
ted or a mistake. Western constructions of youth do not allow for women under the
age of twenty to claim a legitimate desire to mother (Ruddick, 1993). When pregnancy
and motherhood is considered to be intentional the mother’s rationality is considered
to be linked to naivety, dysfunctional families, a ‘benefits culture’ or low expectations
(Macvarish & Billings, 2010). It was therefore considered that examining experiences
of teenage mothers was a legitimate and fruitful way to meet the research and political
aims of the study.
Whilst I utilised the concept of ‘strong objectivity’ and focused on experience, I
stopped short from taking a strict ‘standpoint’ position however. Instead, I was more
aligned to the approach of Liz Kelly, Sheila Burton and Linda Regan (1994) in conside-
ring experience as an important starting point for feminist analyses and not as an end
in itself. I also acknowledge that experience doesn’t produce an absolute truth, but
what  it  can  do  however  is  to  widen  the  debate  and  provide  alternative  ‘stories’
(Letherby, 2002). Experience is therefore still a powerful tool. Furthermore, the rese-
arch was approached from a social constructionist perspective in that it challenged ta-
ken-for-granted assumptions and ‘knowledge’ (Burr, 1995; Pillow, 2004). As Kenneth
Gergen (1999) notes, social constructionist approaches fit into theoretical perspectives
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which have a mandate to challenge the ‘truth’ and ‘facts’ of the dominant order. As
such, taking a social constructionist approach accords with the feminist positioning of
the researcher.
It is acknowledged, however, that taking a social constructionist approach is not
without problems. A social constructionist perspective implies that there is no objecti-
ve reality beyond language and construction. Whilst the invitation to challenge know-
ledge may have positive outcomes, this also has implications for denying experience.
In the context of this research, which sought to provide voice to young mothers, this
can be considered highly problematic. Nonetheless, the research did not take an extre-
me social constructionist perspective which can denote that reality is entirely depen-
dent on structures of language. Instead, it was accepted that the idea that experience is
either socially constructed or real is a false dichotomy (Burr, 1998). Discourse and the
material world cannot be separated; it is the ‘assemblage’ of these two which constitu-
tes social reality and experience (Brown, Pujol, and Curt, 1998). For example, the expe-
riences related by the teenage mothers in this research were produced by discourses
around gender and motherhood together with the material world in which the women
live in, including, for instance, the ‘reality’ of domestic abuse or inadequate housing.
By avoiding an extreme social constructionist position here, space is left for experien-
ce without denying the impact of discourse. This approach is, therefore, both pragma-
tic and congruent with the research aims. Furthermore, this position allows for an un-
derstanding that research processes play a part in knowledge construction rather than
simply representing experience. For example, the women interviewed here were very
aware of the way in which teenage pregnancy and parenthood was publically percei-
ved. As I consequence, I approached analysis considering the women’s need to present
a particular ‘self’ to me, their ‘audience’ (for more discussion see Ellis-Sloan, 2014).
It was (and is) the belief of this researcher that feminism, and therefore feminist
research, should be transformative. It is also considered that a focus on experience is
an important means by which to do this. Experience enables sources of oppression
(such as structures of gender) to be named and therefore challenged. Cultural silences
around women’s ‘issues’ such as unfulfilment in the home (Friedan, 1963) or female
sexual desire (Fine, 1988) have, in the past, kept problems private. Feminist attempts to
speak out and name systems of oppression such as patriarchy have opened out these
areas for  discussion and challenge.  Speaking out  about  the experiences  of  teenage
motherhood can play a similar role. As noted above, negative constructions, stereoty-
pes and assumptions are commonplace in public discussions of teenage pregnancy and
parenthood. As a result, teenage pregnancy has been described as a contemporary sca-
pegoat and moral panic (Duncan, Edwards and Alexander, 2010; Kelly, 1996; Selman,
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2003). The impact of this is felt in the stigmatisation of teenage mothers (Ellis-Sloan,
2014), the exclusion of young parents from much needed support services (Craig &
Stanley, 2006; de Jonge, 2001) and in the production of policies which can compound
rather than ameliorate the challenges of young parenthood (Duncan, 2007).
This emphasis on structure noted here implies an affiliation to areas of feminism
traditionally associated with the ‘second wave’ movement. We are, arguably, in an era
of postfeminism4 however. Women are encouraged to think that sexism is no longer a
significant barrier to success and individual reflection and hard work will deal with
any residual issues. Structures of oppression (such as patriarchy) are rarely part of the
lexicon of postfeminism. This feminist approach is epitomised by Naomi’s Wolf’s ‘po-
wer feminism’ (Wolf, 2004) or Sheryl Sandberg’s exhortation for women to ‘lean in’
(Sandberg, 2013). My own feminist approach, however, accords with writers such as
Rosalind Gill, Joanne Baker and Angela Mcrobbie. These theorists critique postfemi-
nism as having taken feminism ‘into account’ whilst simultaneously repudiating the
feminist movement (Mcrobbie, 2009). Structures of inequality are downplayed and wo-
men are encouraged to think of naming sexism as akin to seeing oneself as a depen-
dent or a victim (Baker, 2010). This ‘mode’ of feminism is therefore argued to have
been depoliticised and replaced with a focus on women’s individual power to earn and
consume which accords with both capitalist and neoliberal sensibilities (Gill, 2007). As
a result, women often find it difficult to recognise or name sexism (Pomerantz, Raby &
Stefanik, 2013) and we are witnessing a “renewed institutionalisation of gender ine-
quity and the re-stabilisation of gender hierarchy” (Mcrobbie, 2007, p. 718).
In accordance with these authors, I see structure as an important means of un-
derstanding continuing gender inequality. In addition, I see feminism as more than a
tool to increase women’s earning power and participation in employment. As Angela
Mcrobbie (2009) acknowledges, postfeminism works with the status quo rather than
offering any critique of culture or capitalism. Consequently, contemporary feminism
limits equality, and indeed citizenship, to that of employment and consumption. This
was a particularly pertinent concern for this research. Dominant ideals of citizenship
have led to young mothers being asked to prioritise their earning potential over their
parenting potential. Whilst I do not wish to see a return to a time where motherhood
was considered the sole destiny for women, a feminism which sees equality and parti-
cipation only in terms of earnings is equally limiting. Furthermore, motherhood still
retains a contradictory place in society where it is valued in theory but not supported
in practice (Phoenix, 1991). As a consequence, young women who choose motherhood
4 The term ‘postfeminism’ is used here to describe popular contemporary feminism which accords with a Third
Way political economy and neoliberal sensibilities rather than as a term which depicts an era ‘after’ feminism
(See Genz & Brabon, 2009) for more discussion of this reading of contemporary feminism).
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are often seen as making a poor decision rather than a different decision and are not
given adequate support.
Foregrounding the experiences of young mothers was therefore considered to be
an important and valid means to challenge the ‘accepted knowledge’ surrounding tee-
nage pregnancy. This fitted into wider feminist aims of opening up areas of silence and
naming structures of oppression. Furthermore, this linked to my own personal com-
mitment to social justice. The following section will now go on to discuss how these
feminist principles impacted on methodological decisions.
How Feminist Work Influenced the Research Approach:
A Concern with Power
This research was particularly influenced by concerns raised by feminists with regards
to hierarchical power relationships. Judith Preissle (2007, p. 521) notes that feminists
enter the research process with a keen awareness of issues of power, often seeking to
‘disturb or dismantle conventional arrangements’.  As has been discussed here, this
was the approach I was taking to the research topic. In addition, concerns with power
were also written into the research process. This section focuses on the approaches
used to try and address this issue. It is also acknowledged here that issues raised by fe-
minist researchers are not easily remedied and so enacting feminist principles is not
always straightforward. Consequently,  this section also reflects on the some of the
challenges I faced in attempting to mitigate the effects of power in the research set-
ting.
Several strategies were used to address the hierarchical power relationship betwe-
en myself and my participants, firstly, participatory research methods. My initial th-
ought here was that these could empower young parents to have an active voice in the
research and a say in their own representation. As marginalised young people, I also
considered that this process could put young parents in a position as valuable and ex-
perienced knowers of their own lives (Schostak & Schostak, 2007). Consequently, I set
up a research advisory group (RAG) in order to ‘democratise the research process’
(Kelly et al., 1994).
After three months of conducting observation work I approached four5 young
women and requested their involvement in co-designing interview questions. At our
first meeting, the women and I sat and shared our ‘stories’. We talked about how we
5 Only three of the four women turned up to the first meeting and only two at the second. As I discovered th -
roughout the project, I (and my research) was pretty far down the women’s often long list of priorities and con -
cerns.
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met the fathers of our children, contraception use, childbirth and being a mother. We
met up again a fortnight later and, as with the initial meeting, I provided bus passes,
food and toys. This time we organised our previous discussion chronologically and
fleshed out some of the key points in our narratives. These then became the questions
and prompts I used in interviews designed to guide participants through their bio-
graphies. Doing this also led me to use a narrative style of interviewing. Furthermore,
it alerted me to areas I had not previously considered as topics for the interview; for
example, maintaining and managing access with an ex-partner.
My plan at this point was to return to the RAG in order to discuss findings, repre-
sentation and dissemination. Despite my intentions, these two meetings were the only
times I engaged with participatory methods. The ethical review process which I was
obliged to follow with my host university and the local authority took so long that my
time in the field had become severely restricted. This, alongside the period I was allot-
ted to complete my thesis, meant the time needed to properly invest in the RAG was
no longer available. In addition, returning to the RAG after fieldwork was completed
was made difficult by significant policy changes in the area of teenage pregnancy sup-
port. These changes meant that two of the groups I had been working with were clo-
sed down and the third was taken over by the local Primary Care Trust 6. As a conse-
quence my connections in the field (both parents and workers) were dispersed and
contact was lost. Care therefore needs to be taken not to claim too much from this
small inclusion of participatory methods. Although, the RAG meant the research was,
in part, framed by participants, ultimately I was in control of the analysis and writing
up of accounts. Asking for young parents’ input and opinions at the outset, on its
own, did not significantly diminish my power in setting the research agenda.
Secondly, I attempted to equalise the research relationship by engaging with stra-
tegies of reciprocity. It is recognised that reciprocity of the kind described by Michelle
Fine, Lois Weis, Susan Weseen and Loonmun Wong (2000) (advocacy, report writing
and long-term involvement) and many others including Kimberley Huisman (2008) is
ideal. The reality for me, however, was that the time and funding limitations of stud-
ying for a PhD whilst also teaching restricted my ability to engage in this way. I was
however, able to provide some assistance in the running of the support groups. For
instance, I helped to set up before the weekly sessions and cleared away afterwards. I
took on tasks the other leaders did not have time for such as filming activities and ta-
king feedback for funding reports. I often held and fed children so that the mums (my
participants) attending the group could have some time to themselves or with their
6 Primary Care Trusts (or PCT’s) were administrative bodies working under the NHS (National Health Service)
responsible for commissioning health services. Until 2011 they also directly provided community health services.
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friends. I also provided activities I had picked up from my time as a youth group lea-
der, and for a limited period I sat on the steering committee for one of the groups.
I also took on board the work of Ann Oakley (1981) and Janet Finch (1993) and
sought to take a reciprocal approach during the interview process by sharing my ex-
periences and thoughts when asked. By interviewing in this way I was seeking to put
myself ‘on the same plane as my participants’ (Huisman, 2008, p. 387) and build a ‘rap-
port’. As these authors have also pointed out, however, working in this way can incre-
ase the risk of exploitation. A relationship which is more personal than professional
may increase the vulnerability of participants. For instance, many of the women in my
research were happy to tell me their stories and answer any questions I asked whilst
showing little interest in consent forms, information sheets or what exactly it was I
was going to do with their stories. Finch (1993) similarly found her participants de-
manded few assurances about confidentiality and her intentions. It is therefore impor-
tant that strategies such as reciprocity are used in conjunction with the ethical foun-
dations of feminist epistemology (Finch, 1984 cited in Lee, 1993).
Thirdly, I placed myself as an individual rather than simply a researcher at the he-
art of the study. Self-disclosure involves opening out researcher’s interests and expe-
riences in order to break down the subject/object split (Letherby, 2002). As Ruth Behar
(1993, p. 273) notes; “we ask for revelations from others, but we reveal little or nothing
of ourselves; we make others vulnerable, but we ourselves remain invulnerable”. Self-
disclosure arguably addresses this vulnerability by placing the researcher’s accounts
alongside those of the participants. Both party’s stories are therefore left open for in-
terpretation and analysis by the reader. The limits to this as a strategy to address po-
wer should also be acknowledged however. Participants may have the power to with-
hold or distort information (Wolf, 1992) but he researcher retains the decision as to
what they write and who they write about (Finch, 1994). Furthermore, feminist work
which encourages personal involvement and investment may be more ethically preca-
rious (Stacey, 1988). Participants may be more likely to disclose information if the rela-
tionship appears more personal than professional. As Judith Stacey (1998) argues, we
need to take responsibility  for  our  research practices and be rigorously self-aware
whilst acknowledging the limitations of our endeavours.
As will be discussed in more detail below, my position as having been a teenage
parent and all that that meant for the research became part of the final thesis. It was
important, however, to remain aware of my position but also of the differences betwe-
en my own experience and those of my participants. For instance, although I had been
a teenage parent, I was eighteen when I gave birth to my daughter. This meant that I
was (rather arbitrarily) exempt from the involvement of social workers and reintegra-
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tion officers7.  A few months earlier and the demands of  these professionals would
have featured heavily in my life,  much like many of the participants in my study.
Furthermore, when I became a single parent not much later, I had a family with both
the resources and the will to support me. This meant I was able to move to a house in
a better area and was helped with babysitting for both social and educational pursuits.
I was therefore sheltered to a certain extent from some of the challenges of youthful
parenting. This is not to say I did not face challenges, merely that it is important to re-
cognise that mine were very often different to those of my participants. I learnt there-
fore to be critically aware of my experiences and to contextualise the differences bet-
ween myself and my participants rather than simply documenting them.
Furthermore, care was taken not to let my story and self-disclosures overshadow
and therefore misrepresent the voices of my participants. It would be all too easy to let
my voice sit alongside those who publicly claim they made a success of teenage pa-
renthood by sheer hard work. For example, Teresa K. Kim-Tenorio used her first judi-
cial address to speak about her experiences as a teenage parent stating that, “there are
many paths [to success] that only require one thing: determination” (Kim-Tenorio,
2014, paragraph 16). Whilst these types of positive accounts can temper the venomous
stories we are used to hearing about teenage mothers, they also obscure the fact that
many young parents also need safe and secure housing and reasonable financial sup-
port in order to ‘succeed’. As Michelle Fine, Lois Weis, Susan Weseen and Loonmun
Wong (2000) caution, writing in the self can lead to the researcher’s voice becoming
authoritative and silences the experiences of the participants. Again, a critical lens had
to be employed so my own voice did not silence those of the women I was researching
with.
Finally I focused on the potential damage of misrepresentation. As part of my fi-
nal thesis I was critiquing some of New Labour’s support policies for teenage mothers.
In particular I was concerned that their focus on education and employment for young
mothers undermined the women’s roles as parents. Yet by writing this critique I was
adding my voice to those from the political right who claim that the money spent on
teenage pregnancy and parenting was wasted8. Whilst I wished support to be respect-
ful of the women’s desire to mother and to move away from lazy stereotypes, I cer-
tainly did not want the wholesale removal of support systems and personnel. As Fine
et al. (2000, p. 122) note of their research, “our responsibility…was not to feed the dis-
mantling of the state by posing a critique of the public sector as it has been, but inste-
7 Reintegration officers were introduced as part of the Teenage Pregnancy Strategy in 1999. They provided one-to-
one support for pregnant and parenting teenagers of school age to remain in education.
8 For example The Times reported; “A ten-year strategy costing millions of pounds to cut the “shameful” number
of teenage pregnancies in Britain has failed to make any serious impact” (Bennett & Hurst, 2010)
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ad to insist on a state that serves its citizenry well and responsibly”. There is a need
then for researchers to paint a picture of how it should be rather than simply how it is
wrong. In the context of a PhD thesis, this is limited to recommendations for alternati-
ve policies, approaches and further research. Creative dissemination and further rese-
arch can be beneficial however. Following the completion of the thesis (and the closure
of the groups noted above) I returned to the field in order to collect data on the impact
of the groups and their subsequent closure. Plans are being made to work collaborati-
vely with professionals in the field who work with teenage parents. It is hoped that
the data from this project and the thesis preceding it will inform newly formed service
provision for young parents.
This section has demonstrated how feminist concerns with hierarchical power re-
lationships in the research setting influenced research decisions. It  also illuminated
some of the challenges of incorporating these principles into research practice. When
reflecting on the research there was one challenge which, for me, encapsulated the de-
bates, advantages and challenges involved in conducting feminist research. That is, re-
searching as an ‘insider’. The following section will now go on to reflect on what this
meant for the research and how feminist approaches provided both support and a cha-
llenge to my positioning as an ‘insider’ researcher.
The Challenges of Conducting Feminist Research: Rese-
arching as an ‘insider’
As discussed above, feminist research openly challenges the notion that a researcher is
or should be a neutral observer. Instead, many feminists ‘write in’ the researcher’s
personal position and investment thereby making the subjectivity of the researcher
part of the process of knowledge creation. Acknowledging the personal biography of
the researcher is a valuable part of this process of reflexivity (Letherby, 2002) but as
Andy Bennett (2003) argues however, to simply note the position of the researcher is
not sufficient. Critical engagement is required in order to analyse its impact on the
setting and participants. In the case of my research this was about asking questions of
my own experience and its influence on my reading of the data, contextualising my
experiences and those of my participants. It is argued that this practice can make the
data more honest as well as allowing for scrutiny to make potential biases explicit
(Maynard, 1994). This section relates some of the critical engagement and personal
scrutiny I employed as I considered my subjectivity.
I entered the research with a strong sense of myself as an insider. To me, having
been a teenage parent meant I had a unique status as an insider researcher. My fee-
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lings here were bound up with the strength in which I identified as a teenage mother.
Becoming pregnant at eighteen was a defining moment in my life. My pregnancy was
reacted to with horror followed by a series of questions. Was I going to keep it? How
was I going to support myself? Did I realise that I would be tied down for at least
eighteen years? What about my life, did I not want to do anything for me? Despite
these questions being just as valid when I fell pregnant again in my thirties, the only
reactions I received were congratulatory. The inference is clear. Having a baby in your
thirties is normal, everything will work out fine. Having a baby at eighteen is a deci-
sion you must justify and one you are considered not have thought through.
For the early years of my daughter’s life, being a ‘teenage mum’ was a dominant
feature of my identity. For many years, when people learnt the age of my daughter, I
was questioned about being a teenage mother and was subject to many assumptions.
Relative strangers would ask me if I was still with the father. People seemed intrigued
by how my parents, and particularly my mother, had reacted to my pregnancy. On one
memorable occasion a mother on the school playground asked me in a sneering voice
if I was off home to ‘put my feet up’ after I had dropped my daughter off. These kinds
of questions, assumptions and ‘sneers’ accompanied many of my dealings with autho-
rity figures and encounters with other (older) mums on the ‘toddler circuit’. This not
only reinforced my sense of self but also my feeling that being a teenage parent was
considered as something negative. Consequently I identified as a teenage mother long
after I left my teenage years. Furthermore, because of the ways in which this label
was, I felt, applied negatively, I spent many years trying to avoid being defined as such
by others.
In embarking on the research process, my experience of having been a teenage
parent came to the fore again. Many discussions were had with supervisors, ethics
committees the leaders of the young parents groups as to what this might mean for
the research. The leaders’ recognition of me as a teenage parent was key to my being
allowed to conduct research at one site. Previously, they had been reluctant to let rese-
archers have access. My personal history, however, reassured them that I would do
justice to the stories of the young parents. Upon entering the field, group leaders drew
on my experiences as a teaching aide. At one research site I spent some time sitting in
on a young parents’ ante-natal group. The leader often brought some of the young
mums from the post-natal group in to talk about their experiences of pregnancy, child-
birth and parenting. I was utilised in much the same way. In a later session on child -
birth, the midwife in charge asked me to reflect upon my experience of pregnancy and
birth as a young mother.
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The strength with which I identified as a teenage mother meant that I assumed
my participants would also identify with me as such. As Fine et al (1994), note we sh-
ould problematise the relationship between the researcher and the researched. Howe-
ver, it was only after an exchange with one of my research supervisors where he told
me I was no longer a teenage mother and asked me why I continued to see myself as
such, did I start to question my assumption and apply the ‘critical lens’ referred to
above. Going back over the interview transcripts and my observation notes I started to
consider that I had indeed overestimated the extent to which my participants identi-
fied with me as an ‘insider’.
There were instances in the research where I had initially felt I was connecting
with the parents on the basis of my status as a teenage mother. For example during my
interview with Nancy;
Nancy: Can I ask you a personal question?
Kyla: Yeah go on.
Nancy: Since you’ve had your child and split up with him, have you met any
serious partners since…See, I feel really lonely that’s the only thing now…
I’ve got my friends and everything but I need a cuddle, a bit of attention.
(Nancy, personal interview 21-05-2008)
I first thought that Nancy was drawing on my experience of having been a young
parent. When I returned to the transcript and looked at the interview as a whole, I felt
very differently about how Nancy saw me however:
Nancy’s sister: So have you got a daughter now as well?
Kyla: Yeah I’ve got a ten year old, nearly eleven. I had her when I was eighte-
en.
Nancy: At least you were a bit older.
Kyla: Yeah, I was the family scandal though!
Nancy: At least you were a bit older though.
Kyla: Yeah, I had done my GCSE’s. I flunked out of college though, it was
just before I took my A levels and I failed them.
Nancy: At least you done those, I didn’t get to do them.
Kyla: Yeah, well no because I failed them.
(Nancy, personal interview 21-05-2008).
The above excerpt shows Nancy rejecting my experience of being a teenage pa-
rent. Nancy had been sixteen when she had her daughter. For her, my having been
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eighteen was not the same. The extract also demonstrates how I was trying to hold
onto my identity as a teenage parent. In retrospect, this illustrates the significance I,
rather than Nancy, gave to being an insider. Having made this recognition I returned
to the data and could find no overt incidence where I was viewed as an ‘insider’ by the
participants. Furthermore, I began to consider that there were aspects of my identity
which created substantial differences between us, for instance my relative age, educa-
tion, and professional status.
Whilst I cannot claim to have been an ‘insider’ there were experiences I shared
with the young mums. For example, my experience as having been a single parent ap-
pears to have been relevant to Nancy (see above). It may therefore be more appropria-
te to define myself as having had a ‘shared biography’ with my participants. That is, I
shared a similar life course to that of participants which enabled a significant amount
of understanding. Defining myself as having a ‘shared biography’ also has the advan-
tage of not limiting shared experiences to those related to being a teenage mother.
Furthermore, it also allows for the very different experiences I had to many of my re-
search participants. It is this ‘shared biography’ which therefore needs interrogating
as to its effect on the research.
Particular aspects of a ‘shared biography’ were helpful to the rapport and rela-
tionships I built up with the young women. My identities as a mother, a woman and as
being relatively ‘young’ appeared to be particularly meaningful to them. My experien-
ces as a mother (separate to being a ‘teenage mother’) were called upon many times.
My advice was sought, as were my ‘skills’ in holding, feeding and entertaining chil-
dren. My position as a woman was particularly important. In the first instance, I was
told I would not have been permitted access to two of the groups had I been male. My
gender also aided identification and rapport in conversations and interviews. Sue Wise
(1987, cited in Lee, 1993), argues that a mutual understanding cannot be assumed so-
lely on the basis of gender. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see how my being female
could not have been helpful. For instance; it was particularly important in discussions
during participant observation on gender roles and housework divisions. My age was
also significant. Whilst conducting fieldwork I was still in my twenties. Although this
was a gap of around ten years, it was a bracket which allowed for shared references.
Clothes, pubs, clubs and music all formed a familiar basis for conversation. One young
woman succinctly summed this up stating: “you’re quite an easy person to talk to be-
cause you’re like young and you seem closer to us rather than if we had to talk to
some old bag” (Rachel, personal interview, 20-04-2008)9. 
9 All names have been changed to protect identity.
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Defining the researcher as having a shared biography rather than being an insider
doesn’t prevent common experiences being acknowledged. Indeed, I sometimes recog-
nised my own behaviour in that of the women I was observing. For example, there
was a familiar sense of ‘othering’ and defensiveness in many of the women’s accounts
of events in their lives. For example, with one young woman whose baby had been ta-
ken into care when she was only a few months old. The mother had had very little
time to adjust to being a mum and possibly as a result, appeared somewhat lost. She
was only allowed supervised access with her daughter and some of this took place at
one of the support groups. The access supervisor and the workers were not there to
scrutinise her. They would,  however,  be consulted when the decision had to made
whether to return the baby or not. As a consequence the mother was parenting under
the gaze of professionals with considerable power. Her reaction to this was to show
that she was a ‘good’ parent in the best way she knew how. She had begun to rely on a
disciplinarian method of parenting. Barbara Hanna (2001) argues that this is a com-
mon parenting strategy amongst teenage mothers. I don’t necessarily disagree, but my
experience and research leads me to argue that this is also often linked to the stigma
and judgment (perceived or real) of being a teenage mother. My own experience also
impacted on my reaction to what I observed. I felt that the mum was not enjoying this
role but felt unable to assume another one. So I started a game with her daughter and
invited her to play with her mum. Thus encouraged, and with the scrutiny shared with
me, she began to join in and play with her daughter. I analysed this incident (and a
number of others) with reference to existing academic work and theory around stigma
but also by linking it to my own experiences. I cannot tell whether I would have fully
understood her behaviour (or reacted in the way I did) without our shared biography. I
suspect not however.
As with the use of feminist approaches to challenge power in the research setting,
working with and interrogating my ‘shared biography’ was challenging. Firstly becau-
se, regardless of how the women saw me, I felt deeply connected to my participants
and their experiences. There were points during the research process where this im-
pacted on the way I felt about the problematisation of teenage parenthood. I had al-
ways understood it to be a contested issue but the more I identified with the women,
the more I started to lose sight of the intricacies of the debate. I found acknowledging
some of the difficult things I saw challenging because I found them hard to reconcile
with my desire to critique stereotypes. This was not helpful and made for partial data.
Reflexive practices and good supervision, however, helped to see where I had started
to put on the blinkers and rectify the process. Furthermore, a feminist lens was helpful
in making sense of what I saw rather than simply denying its occurrence. So with the
case of the young woman above, I didn’t deny or write out her mothering practices,
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but I did seek to understand and contextualise it. In this way I was able to provide a
more nuanced account of the experience of teenage parenthood.
Secondly, highlighting the position of the researcher within the research requires
levels of self-disclosure which are not always comfortable. I often shared my experien-
ces with participants but the readiness with which I share these as part of an academic
critical reflection has not been as easy. Without a pseudonym to hide behind, exposing
‘the  self’  can  be  a  difficult  and  painful  process.  This  required  acknowledging  so-
mething which I had (publically at least) spent years trying to hide. In addition, despi-
te my understanding of feminist critiques of neutrality and objectivity, I was aware
that others (especially outside of the academy) still hold onto positivistic ideals. Con-
sequently, I did not want my experiences to undermine my participants or my argu-
ments.
Thirdly, and relatedly, the emotional aspects of researching in areas of shared ex-
perience are difficult. It is not uncommon that social researchers experience emotional
reactions during field work (see for example Gilgun, 2008; Hubbard, Backett-Milburn
& Kemmer, 2001; Rager, 2005). Furthermore, as Helen Sampson, Michael Bloor and Ben
Fincham (2008) note, research may become more emotional risky for the researcher
when embarking on research guided by feminist principles. Prior to starting the rese-
arch, I had been made aware that qualitative research in such a personal area may be
challenging. Nevertheless, I underestimated the impact that some of the women’s sto-
ries would have on me. During fieldwork, two young women had their young children
removed by social services. One of these cases resulted in a suicide attempt. The dis-
tress this caused to the young women involved is almost unimaginable. As a resear-
cher, being a powerless observer was extremely difficult to deal with. Nothing in my
own experience came close to the horror of having my child taken. Nevertheless, as I
immersed myself in the field and the literature, I began to revisit memories of when I
became pregnant. I was unprepared for the extent to which the research prompted me
to re-evaluate my own past. Reflexive accounts such as those by Kathleen Rager (2005)
and Jane Gilgun (2008) helped to allay feelings of weakness. This literature provided a
less sanitised version which fitted more closely with my own feelings and internal de-
bates.
Ironically, however, it was the research and PhD process itself which caused me
to finally move on from the label of teenage mother. One of the groups I was obser-
ving was led by three women, two of whom were close to my own age who had also
had children as teenagers. The third was a kind and charismatic psychologist who had
been working with teenage parents for many years. These factors meant this group
came to mean more to me than simply a research site. I increasingly found myself en-
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joying my time there and looking forward to the meetings. Not only this, I found that
the group often left me feeling more positive about my own identity. One of the key
successes  of  the  group  was  the  non-judgemental  and  supportive  atmosphere.  The
mums were respected as knowing parents and women. Age was not a factor. Further-
more, the women provided vital emotional, financial and caring support to each other.
This was something which I benefitted from as I too was accepted and supported un-
questionably. I did not anticipate nor seek this outcome and I remain unreservedly
grateful.
Concluding Thoughts
This paper has highlighted some of the challenges I experienced in enacting feminist
principles as part of the research process. Given the critique I have levied at myself
and  my work,  there  are  some justifiable  questions  which require  addressing here.
Firstly, if feminist research is about making a challenge and invoking change, has this
research achieved that? The resulting thesis and publications which have come out of
the research make an important contribution to a debate which questions the proble-
matisation of teenage pregnancy and motherhood. As such, the work adds weight to a
growing number of academics who seek justice for young mothers. Nonetheless, the
audience for such material is limited. Whilst my contribution speaks to an important
academic debate, the research also has value for service providers working with young
parents. Findings therefore need to be disseminated beyond the academy. That is not
to say however, that only policy change and service provision can be considered as le-
gitimate; attitudinal change is also important. As part of my undergraduate teaching I
provide a number of lectures based on my research all of which contain significant
challenges to dominant thinking about teenage pregnancy. I have, on numerous occa-
sions, had teenage parents in the lectures who have come to me afterwards and spo-
ken about the relief they felt at hearing a different ‘story’ for a change. I have had stu -
dents express surprise and challenge me on my lecture material as well as those who
tell me they will now think differently about teenage parents. Whilst evidence here re-
mains anecdotal, the ensuing debates in seminars and the airing of dissenting voices
are nonetheless important. As Lisa Arai points out that “most people’s perceptions of
pregnant and parenting teenagers derive entirely from media” (2009b, p. 39, emphasis
in original), challenging this dominance in a number of forums therefore remains vital.
Secondly, this research can be defined as feminist research because of its focus on
women’s experiences of gender and power. In doing so it challenged the status quo
and contributed to an important debate. Aside from the area of study however, given
the critiques and limitations discussed here, is it fair to define this research as feminist
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research? When I started my fieldwork I wholeheartedly believed in the potential of
feminist research principles to deal with research issues. Like Huisman (2008) howe-
ver, I soon found that the PhD process is not set up for this way of working. I too dis-
covered that  participatory methods,  reciprocal  ways of  working and disseminating
practices beyond the academy needed to be embedded in the process from the begin-
ning. In addition, more time, money and investment from me and my institution was
needed. As a result I was ill-prepared and sometimes felt I was playing lip service to
an ideal rather than conducting feminist research. Nonetheless, the purpose of a PhD
needs to be remembered here. Beyond career progression, it is also about learning how
to do research. In my case it was about learning how to conduct ethical feminist rese-
arch. The lessons I have learnt through reflecting on the gains, mistakes and limita-
tions of this research will be incorporated into future practice and are therefore valua-
ble.
Thirdly, and finally, what advantages did feminist research principles bring to this
research project? Feminist research demands sensitivity for research participants. Th-
roughout the research, the needs and priorities of the young women were at the fore-
front. Whilst in the field, I engaged with reciprocal practices and placed myself in the
heart of the research alongside my participants. Consequently, an awareness of femi-
nist research principles helped the research work for and with the participants. I also
engaged in a reflexive and critical process ensuring that I learn from my participants,
my actions and the research experience. This was especially important in enabling me
to interrogate the impact of being (or not being) an ‘insider’ researcher. Feminist rese-
arch not only allowed the position of the researcher to be acknowledged but also for it
to be analysed and critiqued. As a consequence, the research was more robust. I consi-
der, therefore, that in this case feminist principled research methods and approaches
have been both ethical and useful.
This paper has provided an account of the use of feminist methods which has in-
cluded the challenges inherent in taking this approach. In doing so it has demonstra-
ted that taking a feminist approach is not a straight forward solution but requires per -
sonal interrogation and critique as well as significant investment. Importantly, this pa-
per argues that when we reduce methods to tick box exercises we fail to do justice to
our participants or the production of knowledge. Taking a feminist approach enables
us to think much more critically about methods, research approaches and our own po-
sition. Furthermore, rather than seeing challenges such as those outlined here as ‘fai-
lures’ we need to reframe these as provocations to further thought and critique as to
how we can do ‘better’ research. It is a feminist insistence on reflection and ethical
conduct which enables this. Consequently, even where trials and challenges in con-
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ducting feminist research exist, conducting research in accordance with feminist prin-
ciples is a valuable and ethical endeavour.
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